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Magnetic is changing the traditional view of token
distribution. We are introducing the new concept of
Proof Of Trade. Trade and get! Our MAG token will only
be distributed through Proof Of Trade and mining. We
have no share for the team, we have not and will not do
an airdrop because the team is not allowed to touch the
tokens, they will only be distributed with Proof Of Trade.

We launched our DEX xmagnetic.org, where people can
mine tokens just by trading! For absolutely any trade,
you can get MAG. And by trading for certain coins, you
can get XLOY, RLT, xBay, xMagic, XCC and other tokens,
the pools of which are presented on our website. The
mining process can be repeated every hour, increasing
your rewards. We also aim to provide more user-friendly
interfaces for XRPL users.

Therefore, we continue to develop DEX and other
services. For example, besides DEX we already have a
Telegram bot, which allows you to open an NFT Box or
participate (for free) in lotteries, which are held regularly
MagneticTicketBot

Team MAG

As of January 1, 2023, MAG is an approved partner
with the XSTO seal of approval. MAG meets the
requirements set by XSTO. XSTO creates a safety
platform for coin investors. Through connection
between the project developers, rug pull
prevention and the compensation program, XSTO
wants to guarantee security for its coin investors. 

Research has been done by XSTO and the Quality
mark has been handed over as an approved and
safe partner of XSTO. For more information, visit
xloyality.com.

QUALITY MARK OF XSTO
Participating in the DEX and mining
pool is of great value to increase the
liquidity of the XRPL token. Getting
rewards for trading is a special and
wonderful opportunity MAG offers the
token investor. To understand how this
works this guide.

MAGNETIC MINING POOL

http://xmagnetic.org/
https://t.me/MagneticTicketBot
http://xloyality.com/


MINING POOL
MANUAL
step 1.  Go to the website
xmagnetic.org

step 2. Click the menu icon at the top
right and connect and login with
your XUMM wallet. 

step 3. Go back to the main page and
set the trustline (MAG) first. You will
need this before you can trade. 

step 4. Click on the top right menu
icon and click on Mining pools. 

step 5. Go to
XLOY (or any
other pair) and
click trade. Once
you click trade,
you will have the
option to click
Trade, Chart,
Orderbook,
History and
Market. 

http://xmagnetic.org/


step 6. Click on trade you can also search
after other connected tokens here.

step 7. Click on the amount you want to
buy. 

step 8. Check the total price and continue
after Place order.

step 9. You now see the order you want to
place. Order type, amount, Fee cost
(0.00001 XRP) Time in force policy and
execution. Satisfies your request, after your
wish. Click on CONFIRM. 

step 10. After conforming you will receive a
request to sign your order request via
XUMM. 

step 11. You have now purchased a
token. Go to the right above the menu
icon. Click on Mining pools

step 12. View the duration of the block
and when the next block will start.
You will be rewarded in MAG and
XLOY (or the token you traded) after
the time that sees is over.

step 13. To be
rewarded you need to
keep repeating this
process. 



MAGNETIC TELEGRAM BOT
 
 
 

MAG offers a token overview of XRPL projects. This can
be found under the tokens heading. An overview Top
100 tokens by volume (24 hours), Top tokens by holders
and Top tokens by trustline. Check out your favorite
XRPL projects and keep a close eye on them. 
 

Go to: MagneticTicketBot

Welcome, to the Magnetic Bot, @.............!

This bot will allow you to:
1) Open NFT boxes
2) Participate in daily free lotteries with prizes in XRP
and other XRPL Tokens

How to open NFT box
 1. Go to the section with boxes("NFTs Boxes" button)
 2. Select the collection and box you are interested in
 3. Confirm the action in XUMM
 
The bot will automatically send you NFT, you will only
need to confirm receipt in XUMM

How do I get Lottery ?
 1. Log in to Ticket Bot via XUMM Wallet.
 2. Click "Get Tickets" button and get tickets to
participate in Lottery
 3. Add TL to MAG & Confirm receipt of tickets via XUMM
Wallet.
 
Wait for the results.

MAGNETIC TOKENS OVERVIEW

 
 
 

https://t.me/MagneticTicketBot


Our developer team consists of 4 people living in the
Netherlands. Arjan is no family member besides Jorny,
Desoxy and Pancky. The developers team consists
largely of brothers and take the premise of getting the
XRPL network secure. Outside of the developers,
Loverlyn has been assigned to serve as promotion
manager. She resides in the Philippines. 

ABOUT
TEAM
XSTO

POSITION FUNCTION

PANCKY

CEO XSTO Marketing, communications
and liaison between
approved partners

JORNY
POSITION

CEO XSTO

FUNCTION
Conducting high quality
research, marketing,
developing project.

DESOXY

ARJAN

LOVERLYN

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

FUNCTION

FUNCTION

FUNCTION

Bot driver, marketing, NFT's
line work, developing our
project.

Researcher, NFT's line work,
marketing, building out our
XLoyalitY project.

Marketing, managing
promoters and mods.
Arranging giveaways,
running games in social
channels.

CEO XSTO

CEO XSTO

PROMOTION
MANAGER
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